Americans Trust Republicans More to Put the Brakes on Inflation

New research from the Congressional Institute finds that Americans believe ideas from House Republican Task Forces to fight inflation will have a greater impact than those the White House is putting forth. Nearly half of all Americans – 46 percent – say that the economy/jobs/inflation/and gas prices are their top issues. Americans want to see Congress focus on pro-growth tax and deregulatory policies that will increase take-home pay, reduce the cost of living, boost local businesses, and encourage innovation.

- 46% say that the economy/jobs/inflation/and gas prices are their top issues.
- 58% believe that new policies that add trillions of dollars above current spending levels will cause more inflation.
- 59 percent believe that personal income tax cuts would increase take home pay and fight cost of living increases.
- 58 percent believe that new policies that add trillions of dollars above current spending levels will cause more inflation.

Read more at The Congressional Institute: www.CongressionalInstitute.org
58 percent believe that more domestic energy production will reduce inflation.

58 percent believe that continuing to pay people *not* to work will result in product shortages, small business closures, and rising prices.

57 percent believe that moving supply chains away from China and toward the U.S. and our allies will help reduce inflation.

It is also important to know what Americans *do not* believe.

There is little support for the idea that the “Putin price hike” is a main cause of inflation.

Similarly, people do not think that policies designed to deal with climate change will reduce inflation.